
Sees, what one hears and to hear, what one sees...
with dynamic Measurement

- a new revolutionary sound method of analysis
for loudspeakers and electronics

 

During the reproduction of sound events the loudspeaker takes over the task of an 
electroacoustic transducer. It the loudspeaker is to change supplied electrical signals into 
equivalent sound structures.

Dynamic the Measurement measuring procedure examines and analyzes the transducer 
ability of loudspeakers. This happens on the basis of comparisons. A given electrical 
testsignal and the sound answer of the loudspeaker are compared. As testsignale 
preferably half sinus oscillations of different frequencies are used, since acoustic events are 
essentially based on these modes of motion.

The two following illustrations show such a testsignal and the appropriate sound answer of 
a loudspeaker first as two-dimensional representation.

Illustration 1: 
Testsignal; e.g. sine half wave 3000 of a cycle 
per second frequency

Illustration 2: 
Sound answer of a loudspeaker

Illustration 2 shows us the pressure time process of the sound, how it is accepted by the 
microphone and thus also by the hearing/drum skin. By this form of the representation the 
klanglich relevant force of expression dynamic of the Measurement of procedure is ensured. 
Here one can see, what one hears. How clear it is to be seen one does not hear that with 
this loudspeaker, with which he lively is. This loudspeaker changes the testsignal in such a 
manner strongly that the original cannot be heard any longer. A loudspeaker-typical self-



sound develops.

With the conventional measuring procedures the sound answers with their mathematical 
values under different partial aspects are represented, like z. B. Frequency response curve 
or phase curve. Basis of these procedures is a in-swung condition, as it does not exist in the 
music practically.

By the example of the frequency response measurement this becomes particularly clear. 
This seizes within a certain time interval the sound pressure in form of the sum of its sound 
amplitude values, arriving at the microphone. These sum values mark the points on the 
frequency response curve. Here it becomes clear that the klanglich relevant pressure time 
process is no longer evident in a frequency response curve. Therefore these measurements 
permit also no conclusions on the sound.

With dynamic the Measurement measuring procedure however is represented the sound 
answer of the loudspeaker in the actual pressure time process. Thus the complex 
characteristics remain evidently. Time performance, amplitude, polarity and signal 
distortions are measured and represented in a procedure. The measuring program offers 
besides possibilities of the analysis of the results of measurement regarding time, phase, 
amplitude and frequency spectrum (FFT analysis).

The results of measurement are graphically presented in two forms; as two-dimensional 
graphics of each individual measuring frequency (see to illustrations 1 and 2) and as three-
dimensional graphics of all measured values.



Illustration 3: 
All in the selected measuring range 
contained
Testsignale on a view in three-dimensional 
representation

Illustration 4: 
Sound answer of the loudspeaker as
three-dimensional representation

The transducer characteristics are documented by the simple comparison of measuring 
signal and sound answer by loudspeakers themselves evidently to laymen clearly and.

The procedure can be applied also to amplifiers and digital sound processors (DSPs).

Dynamic the Measurement analysis is simple and at the same time revolutionary. Past 
measurements of frequency response, phase, efficiency, transmission range and 
impedance are only interpretable by dynamic the Measurement analysis.

Here one can see, what one hears.

Further information in the InterNet under www.Dynamic Measurement.com and on high end 
2001 in room No. 304/305.

http://216.239.37.104/translate_c?hl=en&u=http://www.dynamic-measurement.com/&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dhttp://www.dynamic-measurement.de/docs/german/kurzfass.htm%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26cr%3D%26ie%3DUTF-8%26output%3Dlanguage_tools


Theory of the 3D step Response measurement

The sound of the loudspeaker visibly made

Loudspeaker developers, testers and buyers have ever more difficulties with the 
evaluation of the loudspeaker sound. The high-quality loudspeakers have 
balanced frequency responses, are however perfectly different in the sound. This 
shows that the frequency response for the evaluation is not sufficient. The 
frequency response is measured with continuous (static) signals as sine or 
computed noise.

Music against it consists of changing (dynamic) signals. The research of music 
shows that the sound of an instrument is determined by impulses. The straight 
first impulse like a pulling of the guitar side, the notice of the piano side, the 
impact on a drum and blowing on an organ pipe or a wind instrument. Since the 
loudspeaker transfers these signals, it must also mit  the dynamic signal, which 
jump, are tested. The result is the step response (step Response). In the step 
response is contained the gesammte information about the acoustic 
characteristics of loudspeakers. To it belong the frequency response, the phase 
response and the transient behavior. Therefore this representation is so complex 
that an evaluation of the loudspeaker is hardly possible on the basis the 
measurement. Therefore the 3D step Response measurement was developed. 
During the measurement the step response is analyzed and shown as 3D 
diagram. The 3D measurement shows the impulse rendition for each individual 
frequency by the additional frequency axle. The measurement made possible for 
the first time an instrumentation analysis of the loudspeaker sound and is a 
unverzichtlbare aid for developers, testers and customers.

The receiving instrument of the 3D step Response measurement

The receiving instrument for the 3D step Response measurement is the sine half 
wave. During the view of music signals on the Oscilloscope appropriate signal 
appears with the sound-crucial first impulse the sine half wave. The impulse is 
according to the pitch, frequency of the played clay/tone, diminishes or more 
broadly. Therefore the measurement with sine half waves of different frequency is 
accomplished. This measurement is at the same time the analysis of the step 
response.



The interpretation of the 3D step Response measurement is simple by a 
comparison of the representation of the measuring signal and the representation 
of the measured signal. All deviations from the measuring signal are errors of the 
loudspeaker. With electrical devices such as amplifiers no important difference 
between initially and output signal is to be recognized with the measurement.

The diagram shows 
the measuring 
signal for the 3D 
step Response 
measurement. The 
y axis is the 
amplitude as 
absolute 
representation with 
+/-, thus over and 
negative pressure 
of the 
Lausprechersignals. 
The x axis is the 
frequency. The Z-
axis is standardized 
the time in periods. 
So deep and high 
frequencies with 
very different period 
lengths can be 
represented at the 
same time. In 
addition the 
acoustic phase is 
evident.

 

 



3D step Response measurements

1. Low clay/tone range

Measurement of a low clay/tone loudspeaker of 
17cm diameter in the 10l housing.

Comparison line characterized by bass 
reflex housing, 3D picture left, and closed 
housing, not characterized line, 3D picture 
right.

 



3D step Response measurement
of a Backloaded horn (chute)

The sound portion from the horn is to be 
seen clear, and that it does not fit for higher 
frequencies temporally no more the directly 
radiated sound.

 

 

3D step Response measurement of a band-pass 
filter housing.

In the picture clearly the two resonances of 
the band-pass filter housing are to be seen. 
The deep resonant frequency shows that 2. 
Overshoot
(3rd mountains) and the high resonant 
frequency shows that 1. Overshoot (2nd 
mountains).
To see good also the strong angular phase 
shift is to higher frequencies. This prevents a 
time-correct coupling of the Mitteltoeners 
and leads to a sound with inhomogenous 
deep central clay/tone range.

 

2. Central clay/tone range



Frequency response of a high-quality 
Mitteltoeners with 75cm diameter moving 
coil.
The loudspeaker shows a special behavior, 
i.e. a strong waste of the frequency 
response with 2,2kHz. this strong waste also 
as acoustic switch is designated and makes 
simple 6dB/Oktave possible switch.
During view of the frequency response one 
can assume that the strong waste results 
from a Gegenresonanz, which reaches its 
maximum with 7kHz.

During view of the 3D step Response 
measurement this is confirmed. The 
suggestion with impulses does not show the 
steep frequenzabfall. Thus it must result 
from a resonance, which arises only in the in-
swung condition. The Gegenresonanz is 
shown by the 3D measurement during 
representation of the back opinion. The 
signal slope possesses a break-down, which 
results from the Gegenresonanz for higher 
frequencies shown.

The picture shows the Analyser of the 3D 
step Response measurement.
The Analyser shows the profile of the 
measurement for a frequency. With the 
cursor the measurement can be measured 
then.
The frequency of the representation is 
4,4kHz. The loudspeaker must accordingly 
also a sine half wave with a half period, 
corresponds to 0.5 on the period axle, to 
show. With 4,4kHz it shows however 1 
period, corresponds to a frequency from 
2,2kHz. This shows that the loudspeaker, 
whose acoustic switch is produced by a 
Gegenresonanz is not able to produce with a 
rockers a certain frequency.



3. High clay/tone range

The picture shows the frequency response 
of a 28mm Hochtonkalotte with a 
Mitteltoener.
Clear the frequency increased height is to be 
recognized with 13kHz.

 

The picture shows the 3D step Response 
measurement of the Hochtoeners. Where 
during the frequency response 
measurement in the in-swung condition an 
increased height was, a waste is this shows 
now a dampened, matte high clay/tone 
rendition for impulses, which correspond to 
the music.



The picture shows the frequency response 
of a high-quality 25mm metal 
Hochtonkalotte.
The resonant frequency is to be seen clear 
with 25kHz. The resonance lies outside of 
the audio range and should have no more 
meaning for the music rendition. The this not 
like that is, shows the 3D measurement.

The picture shows the 3D step Response 
measurement metal of the Hochtoeners.
Starting from 10kHz resonances are to be 
recognized clearly. Also below the 
resonance of 25kHz develops the so-called 
Subresonanzen, which lightens the 
klangbild. On the other hand they are felt of 
many listeners as unnaturally and nervig, the 
music hearing detrimental.

3D step Response measurements of 2-Wege loudspeakers

Frequency response measurement of a 2-Wege of 
loudspeaker

In the picture three frequency responses of a 
loudspeaker with different switches are 
shown.
The lines lying closely next to each other 
show a 6dB/Okt and a 24dB/Okt switch. The 
frequency responses are hardly suitably 
relative to similar and the recognition of 
sound differences. Nevertheless both 
loudspeakers are perfectly different, as the 
3D step Response measurements shows. 
Likewise there are also strong sound 
differences.

6dB/Okt switch right down
24dB/Okt switch left down



 

 



Examples of electrical 3D step Response measurement

With the measurement 3 basic circuits are to be measured.

12 railways/oktave high-pass

 

 

 

 

12 railways/oktave low-pass



 

 

12dB/oktave band-pass filter



 

 

12dB/oktave band-pass filter



 

 

 

 

All-pass network



 

 

 

 



Acoustic measurements in the area

The measurement of the sound pressure of a loudspeaker over the frequency response 
SPL (sound pressure curve) as well as the acoustic phase response and the impulse 
behavior are acoustic measurements. The acoustic measurements are affected contrary 
to the electrical measurements of the acoustic characteristics of the environment. 
Following is to be demonstrated, how the influence of the messraumes can be reduced. 
The 3D Response measurement makes an exact separation from loudspeaker and 
space measurement possible.

During the measurement with the level strip recorder this separation is not possible. The 
level strip recorder, which uses the sine Sweep as measuring signal, needs an anechoic 
messraum. In the area the walls are acoustically in such a way dampened that reflections 
are suppressed. Within the low clay/tone range, where the dimension of the area lies in 
the range of the wavelength of the clay/tone, develop standing waves, which cannot be 
suppressed. Here the scanning rate of the level strip recorder helps as smoothing 
function. Also smoothed in the rest of frequency range by the scanning rate more than 
the developer admits or it is conscious.

 

 

The meaning of the time windows with the FFT measurements 

Since an anechoic area is not to each developer at the disposal, in order to reduce the 
influence of space reflections on the loudspeaker measurement, developed the FFT 
measurement. In the case of this measurement as measuring signal a noise is used, in 
which all frequencies with same amplitude are contained. This can be a MLS or k-mc 
signal. During the measurements time windows are set, so that only directly from the 
loudspeaker radiated the sound is measured. Space reflections retarded arriving at the 
measuring microphone lie outside of the time window and do not appear not in the 
frequency response.

This measuring method ideal at first sight places certain conditions against the time 
window. If these conditions are not kept, this leads to wrong results of measurement. The 
conditions for the time window are to be following demonstrated.



For setting the Zeitfensters  always a test measurement is necessary. This measurement 
is an impulse measurement, which can be accomplished with the MLS signal. The result 
of measurement is the impulse response. In the impulse response the amplitude is 
represented temporally sound pressure microphone-taken up of.

The picture shows an impulse response (impulse Response) of a loudspeaker. On the y 
axis the amplitude A is represented and on the x axis the time t.

 

 

By the time t = 0 up to the beginning of the large amplitude the running time of the sound 
is to be seen. The large amplitude becomes ever smaller over the time and after some 
time appears a new higher amplitude. This retarded signal shows a reflection. In order to 
fade out reflection with the following computation of the frequency response, a time 
window is set by the beginning of the signal up to reflection. From the measured values 
within this time window with the help of the FFT the frequency response of the 
loudspeaker is computed.



Under the time window one period of a sinus oscillation is shown.

For the evaluation of the impulse response with the FFT exist the following conditions:

1.  the wavelength of the lowest frequency which can be evaluated must correspond to 
the length of the time window. The more briefly the time window, the more highly the 
lowest frequency. In the frequency response-written of the expensive measuring 
programs the frequency is shown.

2.  the lowest frequency which can be evaluated has still another further meaning. It 
specifies the distance of the FFT with the FFT points. The FFT points is the frequencies, 
for which amplitude values are computed. The frequency spacing of the FFT points is 
constant and has the value of the lowest frequency. The amplitude values of the FFT 
points form the measuring curve. This means that with a lowest frequency by e.g. 300Hz 
also only all 300Hz an amplitude value is indicated. This small dissolution of frequency 
lets a measuring curve appear smooth, falsify however the result of measurement 
enormously.

Of the research worker selected short time windows shows a smooth frequency 
response, der  allegedly by fading out after short time arising space reflections develops. 
In truth the beautiful frequency response is reached nearly only by the unsatisfactory 
dissolution of frequency. This falsification of the measurement is avoided with the ATB by 
another measuring method. During the FFT measurement of the ATB's also time 
windows will become set and space reflections faded out. In order to avoid the wrong 
measurement by short time windows, only the at the beginning of the time window is 
stopped by the user. The length of the window is selected in such a way by the 
measuring program that the measurement is always correct. In order to suppress space 
reflections even better than with the before described procedures with a time window, the 
frequency range is divided from 18Hz to 24kHz into 4 ranges. Each subrange receives its 
own time window, which is adapted to the frequency range. Thus for high frequencies a 
very short window is selected, for middle frequencies a longer and for a deep long 
window. For the measurement starting from 300Hz so a dissolution of frequency of 6Hz 
exists opposite 300Hz with the measurement with short time window. Higher resolution 
contains decided more information, shows however no smooth curve. The curve can be 
friendlier represented by smoothing. Here the smoothing function is in such a way laid 
out that the characteristic of the curve remains and the frequency response curve of the 
loudspeaker is not falsified.

 



 

The measurement of deeper frequencies in the area. 

As already described, also the anechoic messraum possesses a lower critical frequency, 
which falsifies the measurement. In addition the measurement in the anechoic area does 
not correspond also to the hearing result, since the loudspeaker stands when hearing on 
the soil and another environment than in sees to the Tieftoener the anechoic area. The 
soil causes a rise of approx.. 3dB for deep frequencies, whereby the frequency range 
depends on the construction of the loudspeaker.

As ideal measurement only the free field survey appears. The loudspeaker stands 
thereby on a large place with at least 20m removed delimitations. The loudspeaker 
stands in the center and the measuring microphone 1m far away. Variable disturbances 
with the measurement are wind and ambient noise.

 

 

The near field measurement of the loudspeaker. 

During the near field measurement of the loudspeaker the physical characteristic of the 
sound is used that the sound pressure with the square of the distance decreases. A 
measuring microphone is placed in the distance from 10cm before the Tieftoener. Here 
the direct sound is larger around a multiple than the reflected, so that only the direct 
sound is measured. This measurement is accomplished only below 300Hz and 
supplemented by a measurement for the frequency range above 300Hz. The second 
measurement is accomplished in the distance from 1m, in order to measure central and 
Hochtoener together. A disadvantage of the near field measurement is the bundling 
measure, an increased height of the Schlldruckes in the near field. If several acoustic 
sources are available, e.g. Tieftoener and bass reflex pipe in the low clay/tone range, 
both acoustic sources can be seized only by a measurement with 2 microphones. With 
several Tieftoenern the measurement becomes quite inaccurate.



 

 

Boundary surface measurement 

During the boundary surface measurement the measuring microphone is operated as 
boundary surface microphone. The microphone lies flat on the soil and possesses 
thereby a hemisphere characteristic.

The picture shows the arrangement of 
loudspeaker and microphone.

The acoustic waves of the loudspeaker 
meet diagonally the soil and into the area 
are reflected. This becomes particularly 
apparent in the central high clay/tone 
range positively. Also within the low 
clay/tone range, in which the space 
resonances are formed, their energy is 
seized by the boundary surface 
microphone only to the half, so that they 
do not impair the measurement any 
longer so strongly.

Because of the space resonances 
applies also here: The more largely the 
messraum, the better.



3D step Response measurement of a 2-
Wege of loudspeaker in the near field.

The measurement is shown to the 
recognition of resonances and reflections 
in the REAR mode, from the rear. The 
time zero is in the back.

The microphone was arranged between 
Tieftoener and bass reflex pipe. In the 
measurement the space resonances are 
only suggested. In the rear part the sound 
pressure of the Tieftoeners is to be seen. 
The curved, forward running mountain 
course is the sound pressure of the bass 
reflex opening, whose temporal delay is to 
be seen clear.

3D step Response measurement of a 
loudspeaker with a microphone distance 
of 1m.

In the picture clearly from the rear forward 
the running are to recognize curved 
mountain courses. This are space 
resonances.

In the picture e.g. a mountain course is to 
be seen at 2,2 periods with the frequency 
600Hz. The deceleration time amounts to 
1/600 1/s = 1.66 ms x 2.2 (periods) = 3.66 
ms. The time corresponds to a sonic delay 
line of 340 m/s x 3.66 ms = 1.24 m. this 
reflection impairs the frequency response 
measurement strongly and is following 
described.



3D step Response measurement with 
boundary surface microphone

In relation to the upper picture of the 
measurement with 1m microphone 
distance are the space resonances 
decided smaller trained. Reflection 
resulting from a run time difference of 
1,24m is missing any longer. Reflection 
results from the schallweg of the 
loudspeaker on the soil to the 
microphone. This is the first important 
influence of the frequency response 
measurement in the frequency range of 
100Hz... 600Hz. by the boundary surface 
measurement this is prevented.
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1. The Quality factor 
 
During recording and reproduction of music filter circuits are used. These are equalizers 
during studio recording, crossover circuits in loudspeakers, resonant circuits to compensate 
speaker distortion and equalizers to compensate room acoustics. The function of the circuit is 
described by the transmission function. How this transmission function is achieved has no 
relevance for the function itself, it can be accomplished with active or passive circuits, with a 
DSP or computer. The function itself describes the properties. 
The amplitude plot and phase-frequency is calculated from the function. Usually only the 
frequency plot receives consideration. By electrical circuits the time-behaviour, the in and out 
swing is recognizable in the frequency plot. 
In electronic engineering the parameter Quality factor Q is used to describe the time-
behaviour. Q is for instance known from Bass loudspeaker alignment, Qm, Qe and Qt. 
 

Calculation of the Quality factor Q of a 
series resonant circuit. 
 
Resonant Frequency = fr 
U=Umax /[2 
Bandwidth B=f2-f1 
Quality factor Q=fr/B 
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2. The Frequency Amplitude Plot and Cosinus-Burst 
Measurement 
 
For the measurement of the frequency amplitude plot, the PN noise signal is recorded using a 
professional studio program. With the EQ function the noise is calculated with corresponding 
quality factor. This signal is then played and recorded by the ATB system. With this 
measurement the properties of the soundcard, the drop at low frequencies and the ripple at 
high frequencies are recognizable. 
For the Cosinus-Burst measurement the signal is produced and recorded by the ATB precision 
system. After calculation with the EQ function of the program the Time plot is displayed. 
 By the equalizer function gain, amplification and the width of the frequency range are set. 
 

The frequency plot and the Cosinus-Burst as 
reference signal with the EQ switched off. 
 
Q=0 , gain= 0 , width=0 
The Quality factor is calculated from the 
frequency plot. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Q=0,2 , gain=10dB , width=5 
 
The frequency plot shows a wide range for 
the amplification of the signal. 
 
The shape of the cosines-burst dose not 
change. 
 
 
  

 
 

 
The shape of the cosines-burst dose not change. 
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Q=0,66 , gain= 10dB , width=2 
 
The frequency range for the amplification 
is smaller. By the Cosinus-Burst the 
maximum amplitude has shifted. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Q=1,3 , gain=10dB ,width=1 
 
The frequency range gets smaller. By the 
Cosinus-Burst the maximum amplitude 
shifts further back. An after swing emerges. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Q=3,3 , gain=10dB , width=0,5 
 
The frequency range gets smaller and 
smaller.  
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
The after swing of the Cosinus-Burst is getting stronger. 
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Q= 5 , gain=10dB ,width=0,2 
The frequency range for the amplification is 
very small. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The signal of the Cosinus-Burst is no longer recognizable. The reduced amplitude shows that 
the signal cannot swing into the steady state. 

 
Q=16,6 , gain=10dB , width=0,1 
 
This setup seems to be ideal to compensate 
sound distorting peaks in the frequency plot. 
  
 
 
 
 

 
The Cosinus-Burst shows that a new signal appears. This has a different form and altitude and 
also a very long after swing. 
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3. The Quality Factor of Circuits 

3.1 Resonant Circuits 
 
The EQ function that was calculated in the previous chapter can also build up passive 
elements achieving comparable results. 

 
The blue line shows the frequency plot of the 
resonant circuit with Q= 7.14. By the lower 
plots a compensation was tried. That could 
not succeed because the EQ has only a 
maximum suppression of 20dB. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The picture shows the Cosinus-Burst measurement with long in and out swing. 
 

3.2 Crossovers 
 
The filters of loudspeaker crossovers are specified by the Order and Quality factor. 
Over the Order the steepness. 
1 Order =  6dB/Octave 
2 Order = 12dB/Octave 
3 Order = 18dB/Octave 
4 Order = 24dB/Octave 
described. 
The Quality factor is over the name of the developer, here for 2 Order. 
Linkwitz-Riley,  Q= 0.49 
Bessel,  Q= 0.58 
Butterworth,  Q= 0.707 
Chebychev,   Q= 1  
described. 
According to literature Chebychev filters should only be used in exceptional cases. With Q= 1 
the signal is distorted. 
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3.3 Digital Filters 
 
Next a digital filter is shown in a spectral decay graph.  
In this measurement the Hull curves are calculated from the Cosinus-Burst measurements. 
The Hull curves of several frequencies are displayed in the ATB precision spectral decay 
graph in 3D. The y-axis is the amplitude, the x-axis the frequency and the back running z-axis 
the time. So that all frequencies can be shown at the same time, the time of the z-axis is 
normalized and scaled in periods. 
  
A DSP for digital crossover is measured. A shelf high pass and shelf low pass is set. Both 
functions have the same settings for frequency and amplitude. When the settings for the 
Quality factor are the same the frequency plot shows no change. The functions cancel each 
other out. 
For the measurement different Quality factors, for the low pass, Q= 0.7 and for the high pass 
Q= 0.5, are chosen. 
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The spectral decay graph shows the shelf filter with Q= 5. Correspondent to the frequency 
plot measured in steady state, there is a drop at 140 Hz. The spectral decay graph shows that 
the drop appears after a delay. The filter has to firstly steady up. That the drop is later reduced 
through the after swing of the upper resonance, is a new acknowledgement. The peak at 280 
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Hz shows the full beauty of the time behavior with a Quality factor of Q= 5. When swinging 
in the maximum is first achieved, when the signal for higher frequencies has already dropped 
off. The swing out lengthens the Cosinus-Burst durance 3 fold. In chapter 2 the Burst is 
shown for Q= 5. Shelf filters are also recommended for higher Q·s, for instance to smooth the 
frequency range of dome tweeters. The frequencies at 1.5 kHz are lifted and a steeper roll off 
is achieved at 850 Hz. The resulting after swing in that case denies natural reproduction. 
 

3.4 Loudspeaker Bass-Alignments 
 
The alignment of a woofer in a loudspeaker box determines its signal behavior. The aim is an 
exact time behavior, fast in and out swing. This is described by the Thiele-Small parameter 
with the quality factor. According to theory this amounts to a Q of 0.7.    
 
When speakers are set into boxes, the Q factor can be assessed with measurement of the 
impedance curve only when the box is closed. The quality factor can be assessed by SPL 
measurement. This works with closed boxes. By enclosures with openings, bassreflex, band 
pass, transmissionline, basshorns cardioids and TQWT, two sound sources are present. To 
determine the quality factor with the SPL method, both have to be measured simultaneously 
and with adjustment of sound pressure levels of the radiating surfaces. With that very many 
publications are faulty. With those measurements the quality factor cannot be assessed. 
 
To assess the quality factor of vented boxes, the quality factor is measured using the Cosinus-
Burst. To blend out measurement room effects the near field measurement is applied. As 
measurement frequency the resonance frequency or alignment frequency is chosen. 
 
The evaluation of an advantageous loudspeaker enclosure is made possible by use of a very 
sophisticated simulation software used in the car industry. The results of the calculation show 
that most models used in the loudspeaker technology are mere hints of explanation. 
 
In the low frequency range the laws of airflow and air resistance are applicable. Who ever 
holds his hand in front of a vent will feel the airflow. To software makes optimizing existing 
constructions possible. Bassreflex constructions can be made effectively larger with use of an 
airflow resister. And also TQWT bass enclosures can be optimized. By dipole subwoofers the 
calculations leads to the optimal construction, being the Dipol-Cardioid subwoofer. 
 
An example for the construction of an enclosure is the loudspeaker Analog.on OK. The 
version with the new high-tech woofer is labeled Analog.on OK-SP. The enclosure volume 
has 20 Liters for the two 17cm low-mid range speakers. The optimal effective air volume is 
achieved by use of airflow resistors (Variovents). At the same time enclosure resonances are 
suppressed. Otherwise the calculated volume would be 140 Liters. 
Using the Cosinus-Burst the quality factor was assessed to be Q= 0.9. This is a good value in 
comparison to other bassreflex loudspeakers. 

 
Cosinus-burst with 60Hz 
The picture shows that the Analog.on OK-
SP is able to reproduce the Cosinus-Burst. 
This is just one example of bass alignment 
testing using the Cosinus-Burst. 
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3.5 Room Acoustics 
 
Further more the quality factor of listening room resonances, modes are shown. As will be 
described, the quality factor has to be assessed with a DSP for resonance compensation. 

 
The frequency plot of a loudspeaker in a 
listening room measured at seating position. 
At 32Hz and 62Hz drops and at 116Hz peaks 
are to be seen. To setup the equalizer the 
resonances and their quality factors and also 
type have to be known. 
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The spectral decay graph shows the time behavior of the listening room in the low frequency 
range. The resonance seen in the frequency plot at 32Hz appears in the spectral decay graph to 
be more a layover of reflections. Here a ridge runs parallel to the x-axis. To determine the 
quality factor of the resonance a Cosinus-Burst measurement with 60Hz is carried out. 

 
 The Cosinus-Burst measurement shows a 
quality factor of Q= 5. 
At 150ms a reflection is seen. In the spectral 
decay graph these are easily recognizable by 
the lightly curved ridges, that run 
perpendicular to the x and y axis. 
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The drop off  in the frequency plot at 116HZ is due to reflection. This becomes visible 
viewing the spectral decay graph from the front. 
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Viewing the spectral decay graph from the front shows the swing in. Here it shows that the 
signal steadily rises across the frequency range. The reproduction is affected just later by 
listening room effects. This is contrary to the commonly held opinion that swing in behavior 
of the speaker is meaningless, as this is only determined by the listening room. The resonance 
at 62Hz builds up only slowly, because the listening room first has to swing in. The drop off 
at 116Hz also first emerges after the sound wave is reflected by the listening room. This is 
shown by the hole in the mountain. After deletion the amplitude rises again and in the 
following time builds up a mountain. These reflections cannot be compensated by use of an 
equalizer. The only help here is a different seating position. One comfort is though, the sound 
quality is lesser degree affected as the drop off in the frequency plot would suggest. 
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4. Compensation of Resonances 
 
An example for the compensation of resonances is the loudspeaker. By loudspeakers 
membrane or enclose resonances are compensated with electrical circuits or acoustic 
absorbers. In the listening room acoustics resonances, modes are compensated with 
equalizers. Mostly they work with digital filters, calculated by a DSP. To optimize the room 
acoustics, acoustic resonators are also used. A resonance is described by its resonance 
frequency and its quality factor. If a resonance is to be compensated its frequency and quality 
factor have to be known. 
To demonstrate the quality factor of a resonant circuit, an electrical series circuit is built up. 
The amplitude frequency plot is measured with PN noise. The time measurement is carried 
out with the Cosinus-Burst measurement. For the measurement the signal is recorded across 
the resonant circuit and processed with the EQ function of the recording program. After that it 
is played and then measured with the ATB system. 
 

  
The picture shows the frequency plot 
measurements. 
Red =    resonant circuit with Q= 2.4 
Blue =  resonant circuit with Q= 6.0 
Green = resonant circuit with Q= 2.7 
Brown= resonant circuit with Q= 0.66 
Only the equalizer with Q= 2.7 compensates 
the resonance. 
 
 

 
Burst of the resonant circuit. Swing in and long swing out. 
 

 
Compensation with Q= 2.7. The Cosinus-Burst is rebuilt. 
  

 
Compensation with Q= 6.0. New signals are produced during swing out. 
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Compensation with Q= 0.66. The Cosinus-Burst is distorted. 
Compensation of resonant circuits with a frequency deviance of 10% of resonance frequency 
and EQ. 

 
Red= frequency plot of resonant circuit. 
Brown= correctly compensated 
Green= frequency deviance of the EQ of 
10%. 
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5. Evaluation 
 
Filter circuits and electrical, mechanical resonant systems are described by frequency, 
amplitude and quality factor. The time behavior, the in and out swing is described by the 
quality factor. By loudspeakers, crossovers and bass alignments the quality factor is 
considered to be a decisive factor. By recording technology and digital filters the quality 
factor seems to have no meaning. High values for the quality factor though cause a long in 
swing and out swing that changes the signal to a great amount. This may be welcome in 
recording technology, but the sound technician should be aware of the fact. By the 
optimization of room acoustics, either at home or in cars, equalization with a DSP is applied. 
These make any desired changes in the reproduction possible. Setting up the equalizer the 
problem turns up that measurement of just the frequency plot is insufficient. Peaks can be 
created by positioning and/or room resonances. A position dependant peak is compensated 
with a shelf filter and a listening room resonance with an equalizer, for which frequency and 
quality factor has to be known. Drop offs can only be compensated by speaker repositioning 
and/or reseating. Sharp peaks with small band width have high values for the quality factor. 
For compensation a filter with also high Quality factor is needed. This causes a long swing 
out that leads to a cloudy sound. 
Some digital filter functions change the time behavior so much, that the frequency plot says 
very little about the sound quality. The set up frequency plot can be as linear as you like to be 
but the sound quality is still very poor. 
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K1 The Function of Digital Filters 
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Eingeschwungen
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The mathematical function of digital filters is complex and not easy to understand. 
The important point for the calculation is the clocking. The clocking is a function of the 
sample rate. It is for the CD 44.1kHz or 48kHz, 96kHz and 192kHz for PCM. 
There is no importance of the speed of the DSP when he can calculate in one clocking. 
The function can be compared with a bucket string. This is shown in the picture. The number 
of men is a function of the filter. It can be up to 60 men. 
 
The bucket string: 
 
The first man is for the input. The input can be a file or a analog/digital converter can be used. 
Due to the value a bucket is filled with water. After the bucket is filled it is passed to the next 
men. 
The next three men are for the calculation. They get their task from the coefficients of the 
filter. They check the value of the water and open the water faucet. After this the bucket is 
passed he to the next men. 
The last man is for the output. He sets the water value of the tab in a file or a digital/analog 
converter is used. 
 
To the picture: 
 
The first string is waiting, Warten in German. 
There is no value in the file and the buckets are empty.  
 
The next string is set up, Einschwingen in German. 
Only one man has a filled bucket. There is only a little water in the tab. The output is not 
according to filter function. 
 
The next string is steady state, Eingeschwungen in German. 
All men have a filled bucket. The output is according to the filter function. 
 
The next string is swing out, Ausschwingen in German. 
There is no value in the file but the last man for calculation has a filled bucket. There is a 
signal at the output. The output is not according to the filter function. 
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